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The Dickinson Statement brings clarity to fluoridation and fluorides.

Ian Edward Stephens, a trained mechanical engineer, was a deeply
passionate man concerned with issues of health. Here he illuminates some
hidden history and intrigue surrounding fluoride, an important industrial
chemical. Originally self-published in 1987, his booklet has been available
on the Internet since the mid 1990s and has altered many people's
perceptions and lives.

The second half reveals the deadly nature of the fluoride compounds that
have afflicted many deeply without them ever suspecting the cause of their
troubles. While the subject itself is technical in nature, Ian has made the
ideas accessible to all with his forthright and engaging writing style. He
adds a dash of humour when it's least expected.

By airing fiuoride's 'dirty laundry', Ian forewarns readers about passively
accepting cny fluoride chemicals or compounds as "safe and effective". It's
only when we discover this crucial information, rarely seen in the mass
media, that we can make fully informed choices on the subject. The adage
"information is power" has never been more true.

This 25th anniversary expanded edition may well improve the quality of
your health and life, giving you the facts and allowing you, the reader, and
indeed all of us to get on with protecting ourselves and the ones we love
from unnecessary harm. To the late Ian E Stephens, we are forever grateful.

Austral ian Anti-Fl uori dation
Association {AAFA)
GPO Box 935
Melbourne 3001
Victoria
Australia

wwwfl uori dati onnews. com ffiruffiffirujl



FLUORINATED TOOTHPASTE, FLUORINATED GELS and FLUORINATED
RINSES.

Or take the more extreme example of little Jason Burton, who had NON-
PRESCRIPTION FLUORINATED DENTAL DECAY PREVENTION
TABLETS (Sodium Fluoride) provided for him by loving parents who were in
total ignorance of their FLUORIDE TOXIC HAZARD. Jason ingested a lethal
dose of these tablets and died. We only know about Jason because the doctor
recognised accurately and conscientiously the cause of his death. The
existence of the death certificate, reproduced herein [*p32], has actually been
denied by pro-fluoride Australian 'scientists' in reply to queries from overseas
scientists.

It should be clear from the foregoing and what follows that human disease
conditions, ranging from "POT-ROOM ASTHMA" through the various perilous
stages of "ANTI-CHOLINERGIC" response, to expiration, can be accidentally
OR DELIBERATELY induced by an interminable list of FLUORIDE
POLLUTION and FLUORIDE COMPOUNDS which include a
FLUORINATED ENVIRONMENT, FLUORIDATED ATMOSPHERE AND
A FLUORINATED DRINKING WATER SUPPLY.

It may be difficult for the 'man in the steet' to believe that a substance with
so many industrial, commercial and medical 'applications' could be derived
from or structured around a scientifically recognised toxic waste product. (See
reproduction of US EPA letter). This thesis should illustrate that the chemical,
pharmaceutical, commercial and political worlds are WELL AWARE OF THE
DEADLY POTENTIAL OF THIS HALOGEN AND INTEND TO EXPLOIT
THAT POTENTIAL TO EVERLASTING HUMAN DETRIMENT.

[*Anti-depressant medications known as SSRIs (Selective Serotonin Reuptake
lnhibitors) such as Prozac have been implicated in a higher risk of suicide, as
indicated by the US FDA (Food and Drug Administration) in 2004. These SSRIs
have also been linked with violence and led to tragic deaths of spouses, family
members, friends and strangers in planned mass shootings.

Prozac (fluoxetine hydrochloride, CttHtaF:NO) was used from 19BZ until its
patent expired in 2001, though generic fluoxetine is still available. A quick way
to get a "new" drug to market is to use an old approved drug for a new purpose.
Prozac's active ingredient, fluoxetine, was already approved: it was "a drug
looking for a disease". So drug maker Eli Lilly changed the name from Prozac to
Sarafem and the colour of the pill from green to pink and began marketing it for
PMDD, "pre-menstrual dysphoric disorder". (See "Making a Killing" DVD, cchr.org)
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systemic chronic toxic injury wrought by the "free drugs" are available only at
considerable cost to the victim. Furthermore the same bureaucracy that
approved the 'killers' has sought to restrict public access to the remedial
supplements. Some local Councils even infringe the laws of medical
prescription and issue free Sodium Fluoride tablets for dosing of children
without any warning, much less any advice on antidotes.

And those same Government instrumentalities and Ministerial 'heads' that
oppose the ready availability of'nutritional supplements are the same Ministers
and public servants who lie, cheat, defraud, defame, blackmail and coerce to
increase the distribution or compel the ingestion of fluorides and fluoride
bearing products. The same as those who, in defiance of the Australian
Constitution (Section 51, xxiiiA) legislated to have the chemical dumped into
our drinking water supplies.

To sum up the above: The killer drugs are approved, encouraged or enforced
and SUBSIDISED while the vital, remedial nutrients and metabolites (rendered
necessary by the 'free' hazatdous drugs) are NOT SUBSIDISED, BUT
AVAILABILITY IS OFFICIALLY DISCOURAGED AND OBSTRUCTED.

FLUORI NATED EXTERM I NATORS
Fluoridated Death
(The ULTIMATE in mind and behaviour control)

As with "tranquillisers" and "anaesthetics", chemical warfare gases are
sometimes halogenated. Riot control gases, tear gas (or lacrimators) employ
either Bromine (brominated) or Chlorine (chlorinated e.g. "MACE", and Tabun
discovered accidentally in 1936) as halogenators. But the lethal German IG
Farben developed nerve gases "Soman" and "Sarin" are both FLUORINATED
and replaced "Tabun" for speed and efficacy in killing the enemy, by their
immediate ANTI-CHOLINERGIC AGENCY.
1. "SARIN". Isopropyl methylphosphonofluoridate. l*Created in 1938.

[(CHg)zCHO]CH:P(O)F. The name Sarin was derived from the Farben
scientists involved in its development: Schrader, Ambros, Rudiger and van
der Linde.
Tokyo correspondent Ben Hills wrote about sarin for The Age (20 Aug 1994):
"The gas has been used to deadly effect on several occasions that we know of...
ln June 1994, sarin from a still undiscovered source wafted through windows in
two apartment buildings in the Japanese resort town of Matsumoto, killing
eight people and affecting hundreds more." He adds that sarin is "20 times as
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deadly as potassium cyanide, a droplet the size of pinprick on the skin can kill."
The June 1995 sarin attack on commuters in Tokyo's underground killed 13,
injured thousands, and caused panic throughout Tokyo. Saddam Hussein
used sarin against the Kurds in Northern lraq in 1988. See "Fluoride Fume
Deaths" in lhe Australian Fluoridation News, Apr-Jun 2012, pp 1-3.1

2. "SOMAN". Pinacolyl methylphosphonofluoridate. [*Created in 19441 The
almost immediate death caused by exposure to nerve gases, is a result of
instantaneous'blocking' of catalysis and nerve action by the fluorinated gas,
by ACUTE ANTI-CHOLINERGIC AGENCY (enzymatic "blocking") and
consequent cessation of heart and lung function.

[*The British scientists working after the war at the Chemical Defence
Experimental Station, Porton Down (Wiltshire, UK) on these compounds
dubbed them the "Cerman Agents" or "C Agents". Tabun was referred to as

CA, Sarin as CB, Soman as CD and cyclosarin as CF. Banks, p 515-71

Included here are two medical fluorinated compounds called:

3. "DYFLOS". (Di-isopropyl Fluorophosphate) designed to treat, inter alia, the
eye disease of glaucoma. It is described in the literature as an "irreversible
cholinesterase inhibitor (ANTI-CHOLINERGIC) and the toxic effects mav
be prolonged. Systemic toxicity occurs after inhalation of the vapour."

[* "Dyflos and parathion are... rapidly absorbed through mucous membrane.
and even through unbroken skin and insect cuticles; the use of these agents
as war gases or insecticides relies on this property." Raflg, Dale & Ritter, p 1341

4. "FLUOROURACIL" Uracil is an essential human metabolite. It is
fluorinated in a "last resort" attempt to control the growth of, and/or destroy
cancer cells through enzyne (DNA and RNA) "blocking" activity. The toxic
effects are severe and sometimes fatal." It is often paradoxical in action and
actually provokes cancer. 'Side effects', all severe and numerous are those
associated with other fluorinated ANTI-CHOLINERGIC AGENTS set out
previously. The physiological consequences attending this deliberate
fluorination of a human metabolite illustrates the deadly peril of any
fluorination process but in particular, the fluorination of a vital metabolite,
(rendering it ANTl-metabolic in action) human electrolyte or essential
nutrient such as WATER.

5. FLUOROACETAMIDE (1081). Another instance of an vital metabolite,
'acetamide' being converted (halogenated) to a potent anti-metabolite by
fluorination. (In Britain this product, a close chemical cousin to the stuff used
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to fluorinate water supplies and toothpaste etc, "is restricted to the
extermination of rats in ships and sewers").
l* ln the mid 1940s, an entomologist conducting "experiments on the
effectiveness of ethyl fluoroacetate as a fumigant put a little in a petri dish,
and when it had evaporated, it was found that every insect in the huge
greenhouse had been killed.' lt took one dead worker and several dead
rabbits before work stopped on 1081 as insecticide. Like Tabun, this was one
more example of scientists stumbling upon extremely potent toxins whilst on
the hunt for insecticides. 1081 was known already to be so powerful that it
was removed from the realm of insecticides - the Allies in WWll were aware
already of its potential elsewhere. See Banks, p2171

6. HYDROFLUOROSILICIC ACID. (Fluorosilicic Acid, Hydrofluoric Acid)
These are toxic 'waste products' of the fertiliser industry and are all used for
FLUORIDATION OF DRINKING WATER.
Warning (quoted from medical literature): "INHALATION HAZARD.
Inhalation of Hydrofluorosilicic Acid from soaked cotton clothing could
cause irreversible lung damage in ONE MINUTE" due to ANTI-
CHOLINERGIC ACTIVITY'' .

7. SODIUM FLUORIDE. FLUORIDATION OF DRINKING WATER. A
'waste product' of the Aluminium Industry. This hazardous INTRACTABLE
GARBAGE has become, by dint of promotion and sly public re-education,
the active ingredient in fluorinated pesticides, fungicides, nematocides,
rodenticides, anaesthetics, tranquillisers, fluorinated medications (pharma-
ceuticals), a number of industrial and domestic products, fluorinated dental
gels, rinses and toothpastes.
In other words, so much a part of multi-billion dollar industrial and
pharmaceutical income that any withdrawal, FOR ANY REASON, by the
promoters, the fluoridationists or by anyone who has supported them for
whatever purpose, is IMPOSSIBLE on a financial basis, embarrassing on a
reputation basis and unthinkable on a LEGAL basis.

B. SODIUM FLUOROACETATE (COMPOUND 1080). As 5 above. This
seems to be the preferred "exterminator" for rodents, [*foxes] etc, on the
proclaimed grounds that it is slightly less hazardous for humans. Death by
1080 will take a little longer and be slightly less painful than death by 1081.
It will, however, be no less permanent.

9. SODIUM SILICOFLUORIDE. FLUORIDATION OF DRINKING
WATER. A waste product of the Fertiliser Industry. It must be removed, by
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International Law, from fertiliser so that pastures, crops, sheep and cattle will
not be harmed. That it is then sold for disposal through the community
kidneys is NOT a matter of international concern. Until this more profitable
use was found, it was used almost exclusively as an insecticide and
rodenticide. An EXTERMINATOR.

FURTHER REFERENCES
While this thesis is directed at the 'grass roots' where people are most likely

to be affected (as a result of being screened from the truth) there will be some
who, retaining the foolish but implanted 'reference complex' will need to
verify the content. This will be a simple matter from their own or public library
sources without biased prompting by the author.

That said, the author acknowledges the considerable value of the following,
for evidential support of this thesis:

. "Mertindale. The Extra PharmQcopaeia" , Editions 25 and 27 .

' "Encyclopaedia Britannicc", Edition No 15.
. "The (Jnseen Hand", by Ralph Epperson.
. "The Case Against Fluoridation", by Lee Hardy'
. "Operation Mind Control", by Walter Bowart.
. "World Without Cencer", by G Edward Griffin. [*See www.realityzone.con''
. "The Crime and Punishment of IG Farben", by Joseph Borkin.
. Certain unrefuted, unchallenged correspondence, allegations and sciennfi:

papers by the author. '

[* ADDITIONAL REFERENCES]
. Varney, Wendy, "Fluoride in Australia: A Case to Answer", 1986, Hale &

lronmonger, p72
. Rang HP, Dale MM, Ritter )M, 'Pharmacolog", 1999, churchill Livingstone,

Edinburgh, UK
. Banks, RE ed, "Fluorine Chemistry at the Millennium: Fascinated by Fluorine" ,

2000, Elsevier Science Ltd, UK
. The Australian Fluoridation News, published since 1963. fluoridationnews.com
. Walker, CSR, "F/uorida tion: Poison on Tap" ,.1 982, Magenta Press, Melbourne
. Moolenburgh, Dr Hans,"Fluoride: The Freedom Fight',1987, Mainstream Pub. Co.

. Sutton, Dr Phillip R.N., "Ihe Createst Fraud: Fluoridation",1996, Kurunda, Aust.

. Blaylock, Dr Russell, "Blaylock we//ness Report" (BWR), www.newsmax.com

. Bryson, Christopher, "The Fluoride Deception",2004, Seven Stories Press, NY
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EPILOGUE
Since it was the Parliamentary activities of Harley Rivers Dickinson,

Member for South Barwon (Victoria) that prompted the research that led to the
writing of this thesis, it is fitting that the epilogue should refer to more
representational work on the same subject, (fluoridation of water supplies) by
the same member in the same Parliament.

In February of the year 1983 Harley Dickinson placed two 'questions on
notice' to the then Minister for Health, T Roper, on behalf of his Geelong
district constituents. The first question was in 10 parts and the second in eight
parts affording some excuse for a delay in preparing comprehensive answers.

In any case the people would not wish questions on matters vital to their
health, to be answered without due consideration.

The questions were answered and recorded in Hansard of April 7th, 1988, on

behalf of tn" now displaced T Roper, by the [then] Minister for Health, D
Whitc, MORE THAN FIVE YEARS AFTER THE ASKING.

A period of waiting, intolerable in a health matter even were the questions
answered in a generally responsible fashion, which they certainly were not.

Without going into the detail of the questions and answers, having pointed
out the extreme and perilous lassitude of the Victorian State Government,
suffice to remark that the answers varied from patent falsehoods to inadvertent
exposure of Ministerial fraud. From the repeated quoting of proven fraudulent
'evidence'to accurate but selected part quotations of literature evidence. From
admissions of impropriety by the Victorialr bureaucracy to baseless assertions,
there were no bounds to the underhandedness and deceit'

CONCLUSION
This story is full of overlapping, interwoven, interlocking circumstances

beyond the statistical or reasonable bounds of chance or coincidence. Pursuing
.uih fuc.t, each tortuous avenue from The Dickinson Statement as a starting
point, will confound and dumbfound the 'pursuer' with still more "mind
boggling" information.

The histories of Cecil Rhodes, the Rhodes Scholarships and its recipients,
The Fabian Society, The Bilderbergers, The Federal Reserve, The Illuminati,
International Banking, The House of Rothschild, General Analine and Film, are

just a few of the 'avenues' to be explored, your research into these histories will
make your hair stand on end.

"Obscurum per obscurius" (L) (Explaining) the obscure by means of the more obscure'
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gases that made Zyklon B little more than an underarm deodorant by
comparison and (b) What of IG Farben today?

The answer to (a) is an unequivocal yes! As for (b), IG Farben signed cartel
agreements with such companies as Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI), Borden,
Carnation, General Mill, MW Kellogg Co, Nestl6 and Pet Milk, and IG Farben
either owns outright, has had a substantial interest in or has had other cartel
agreements with Owl Drug, Parke-Davis and Co, Bayer and Co, Whitehall
Laboratories, Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee Foods, Bristol Meyers and Squibb and Sons.
The list goes on and on and on and includes Proctor and Gamble who
'domesticated' the word "fluoride" with official encouragement in 1958, being
the originators of the infamous "Crest" fluoridated toothpaste campaign.

The only reference to "Farben"
literature was in 25th Edition of
Limited; Products of Farbenfabriken

traceable in a limited search of modern
Martindale, under "FBA Pharmaceutical
Bayer".

All corporate traces of the huge IG cartel have been absorbed by the hundreds,
if not thousands, of one-time cartel members, but the 'malady lingers on'...

FOUNDATIONS
"The passion to regulate the lives of others is deep-seated in many
individuals. When fhis is based on political expedience, it is bad, and
when it is inspired by idealism which wishes to inflict benefits on others,
it can become dangerous." - Sir Arthur Amies

In Australia, the Dental Health Education and Research Foundation which
has such names as Colgate, Kellogg and the ex IG Farben associates listed
among its governors and contributors has been irreverently but accurately
dubbed "the fluoride mafia". Closely allied with this Sydney University
'foundation', in its printed promotional claims for fluorides and fluoridation, its
benefits and its hazards, is "Foundation 41". Unfortunately the data of the
"thorough investigations" said to have been carried out by the latter foundation
have never been made available despite numerous appeals. An ABC Science
Show's examination of the scientific integrity of Foundation 41 may explain the
elusive (or is the word illusory?) data. [*See "An Australian Example of
Fluoridation Dictatorship" in Ihe Australian Fluoridation News, Jan-Mar 20'1 1, p5J

America is literally bursting at the seams with such foundations including
The Rockefeller Foundation, The Carnegie Foundation and The Ford
Foundation. It is necessary to mention these specifically because they were the
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December zor3

Dear member,

We're glad to be sending this newsletter at last, along with the republishedbooklet, The )
Dickinson Statement This expanded edition has been in the pipeline for two years and we )
hope you find it as interesting and compe{ing a: ye do-. Fuftbgr copies-are available from- )
us for $5 including postage (or conta.t * fot pti"it g of *oltip . *

Copies of the films reviewed inThe Australian Flioridation -Atreu.rs (Apr-Jun zo4) are also
available from us, at this stage still only on DVD-MP4 format (so they will play on some
DVD players and all computers), for $5 including postage. These disks also contain more
than a dozen other gems including Dr Dean Burk on TVin The Netherlands. With some
help, we also hope to have some original DVDs of the two main films (Fluoridegate and
The Great CuIIing: Our Water) in the newyear.
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The Dickinson Statement brings clarity to fluoridation and fluorides.

Ian Edward Stephens, a trained mechanical engineer, was a deeply
passionate man concerned with issues of health. Here he illuminates some
hidden history and intrigue surrounding fluoride, an important industrial
chemical. Originally self-published in 1987, his booklet has been available
on the Internet since the mid 1990s and has altered many people's
perceptions and lives.

The second half reveals the deadly nature of the fluoride compounds that
have afflicted many deeply without them ever suspecting the cause of their
troubles. While the subject itself is technical'in nature, Ian has made the
ideas accessible to all with his forthright and engaging writing style. He
adds a dash of humour when it's least expected.

By airing fluoride's 'dirty laundry', Ian forewarns readers about passively
accepting any fluoride chemicals or compounds as "safe and effective". It's
only when we discover this crucial information, rarely seen in the mass
media, that we can make fully informed choices on the subject. The adage
"information is power" has never been more true.

This 25th anniversary expanded edition may well improve the quality of
your health and life, giving you the facts and allowing you, the reader, and
indeed all of us to get on with protecting ourselves and the ones we love
from unnecessary harm. To the late Ian E Stephens, we are forever grateful.
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